PLEASE READ THE MANUAL CAREFULLY BEFORE PLAYING THE TOY. THE MANUAL INCLUDES SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION WHICH WOULD SHOW YOU HOW TO USE IT. TO AVOID THE DANGER AND DAMAGE OF THE TOY. ADULT ASSEMBLY REQUIRED.
CAUTIONS:
1. Never ride the toy on the main road, slope or in any hazardous area.
2. Never let children ride the toy without adult supervision.
3. Use the try cloth while clearing only.
4. Never overload the toy, maximum loading capacity is 66 lbs/30 kgs, for 1 child riding only.
5. To avoid the suffocation of the children, please throw away the plastic bags after assembled the toy.
6. Warning! Not suitable for children under 3 years due to small parts.

SPECIFICATION:
1. Recommended age: more than 3 years old.
2. Maximum capacity: 66 lbs/30.00 kgs; Toy weight: 39.82 lbs/18.10 kgs.
3. Dimensions: 56.7”x24.8”x29.9”/144x63x76cm

The instruction includes some important information, lease well keep it for furture reference.
If you have any missing or damaged parts or need assembly assistance, please contact our service center directly. Do not return this product to the retailer, they do not stock replacement parts.
Support Website: http://support.bigtoysusa.com
Support Phone: 715-955-4237